European Missile Offense and Raytheon in the UK
By Dave Webb, CND
You may have seen that President Obama visited the UK recently and spoke to both houses of parliament
in London. He used he occasion to once again demonstrate his skills as an orator. The British press at any
rate was full of praise for inspiring words and how he stressed the importance of the US-UK relationship,
how we have stood shoulder to shoulder during times of war - if we forget the war of Independence of
course. We were together in two world wars, worked closely during the Cold War sharing information and
politically and militarily conspiring together and we still work closely as partners in NATO and sharing
signals and military intelligence to drive the war machine. He reminded us that our governments stood
together in the Balkans, Iraq and Afghanistan and now Libya.
President Obama has spoken eloquently before of course, in his pre election propaganda he spoke as if he
would cancel missile ‘defense’ and not pursue an arms race in space – he has also spoken of his vision of a
nuclear weapon free world and in London this time he stressed how the US and UK “share a common
interest in stopping the spread of nuclear weapons” and how “we will meet our own obligations under the
Non-Proliferation Treaty, and strive for a world without nuclear weapons.” He may well be sincere, with all
good intentions but are fine words enough? The US military-industrial complex is enormous, reaching deep
into every state in the US (as Raytheon does for example) - and it seems to move on relentlessly. Perhaps
we need to ask “just how powerful IS the most powerful man in the world?”

Figure 1- The Various US Missile Defense Systems
Let’s check with reality - consider how the President has gone about installing US missile ‘defense’ in
Europe in a very different way from his predecessor. His softer approach has actually enabled him to do far
more. It is probably not surprising that in Europe there is some confusion over what is happening with
missile ‘defense’. There was a lot of publicity about the decision not to install a powerful radar base in the

Czech Republic and not to install ground based interceptors in Poland – headlines suggested that the US
was moving away from European components in its missile ‘defense’ plans. But it certainly hasn’t gone
away. George W Bush made it quite clear what he wanted to do in terms of stationing missiles and radars
on the borders of Russia in Eastern Europe, President Obama is doing the same thing – and more - but has
gone about it differently.
Figure 1 shows the various missile ‘defense’ systems developed to combat a range of threats from Long
Range InterContinental Ballistic Missiles (ICBM), Intermediate Range (IRBM), Medium Range (MRBM) and
Short Range (SRBM) Ballistic Missile threats. The Obama Administration’s “Ballistic Missile Defense Review
Report” (issued in February 20101) clearly describes the new so-called “phased adaptive approach”
whereby US missile ‘defense’ is being introduced in four phases (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 – President Obama’s ‘Phased Adaptive Approach’
Phase 1 – has already begun. Batteries of land based Patriot interceptors and sea-based Aegis Standard
Missile 3 (SM-3 Block IA) interceptors in Europe are being deployed to counter possible short and medium
range missile attack. Patriot missiles have already been installed in Poland and Romania has agreed to take
more by 2015. A forward based radar in southern Europe plus extra surveillance and communications
systems (components of the Terminal High Altitude Area Defence – THAAD - system) are due to be deployed.
The Czech Republic has withdrawn from the programme because it is unhappy having its role downgraded. A
downgrade principally brought about by the wide spread popular protest about the original proposals for an
X-band radar to be stationed there. US Cruisers and Destroyers equipped with Aegis missile ‘defense’

systems are being deployed in the Black Sea, the Eastern Mediterranean and Persian Gulf.
Phase 2 (to be completed around 2015) involves an upgraded interceptor (the SM-3 Block IB) interceptor
(mostly to be deployed on ships but with one on land – called ‘Aegis Ashore’ – in southern Europe) and
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Obtainable from http://www.defense.gov/bmdr/docs/BMDR as of 26JAN10 0630_for web.pdf

upgrades to command and control systems for short and medium range missile ‘defense’. Bulgaria is likely to
host some elements of the system during this phase.
Phase 3 (to be completed around 2018) will see another upgraded interceptor (the SM-3 Block IIA –
including another land based site this time in northern Europe)and further enhanced systems for improved
coverage against medium and intermediate range missiles.
Phase 4 (to be completed around 2020) further advances to the Aegis interceptor (SM-3 Block IIB) will be
deployed on two land sites with enhanced sensors to give expanded capability against long range ICBMs.

Figure 3 – The Evolution of the SM-3 Missile through the ‘Phased Adaptive Approach’ the technological advances
are fielded as ‘blocks’
In addition, the Ground Based Missile ‘Defense’ (GBMD) system (see above) will be maintained to ‘protect’ the US
homeland against long range missile attack. The number of interceptors stationed in Alaska will be increased slightly
and those in California will be maintained. The upgraded early warning radars in Alaska, Greenland and England are
still very much part of this system and space based satellite components (such as the Space Based Infra Red System
and the Space Tracking and Surveillance System - which will link with Menwith Hill in England) will also continue to
be developed.

And then there’s NATO - the NATO Lisbon Summit in 2010 agreed to join forces with the US to do two
things - help ‘protect’ the US against long range missile attack and protect the 28 NATO countries from
short, medium and intermediate range missile attack. This of course means we will also be sharing the
costs and helping to justify it.
The threat is supposed to be Iran but Russia continues to express grave concerns about the plans and
remains convinced that they are aimed at them - to give the US an asymmetric missile advantage. In fact
Russia is so concerned that it is threatening to withdraw from the recently signed Strategic Arms Reduction
Treaty if the US continues with missile 'defense’ in Europe.
President Obama is also spreading sea and land based systems further around the globe - surrounding
China with bases in Japan and South Korea, both of whom have also purchased Aegis and Patriot missile
systems. Taiwan has also acquired a Patriot missile system as have Egypt, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Qatar,
Kuwait and the United Arab Emirates.

So – President Obama may be an eloquent speaker – able to move so many hearts and minds – but he is
also moving US military reach across the globe - still firmly entrenched in the same old thinking that has
brought disastrous consequences so many times before.

Figure 4a – The US Missile Defense Agency’s view of Long Range Ballistic Missile (ICBM) Defense to theoretically
provide cover for the US homeland.

Figure 4b – The MDA’s view of their ‘Ballistic Missile Defense System’ composed of integrated land, sea, air an space
based sensors and interceptors which are meant to counter a range of ballistic missile threats..

The Raytheon-UK contribution
The UK is intimately linked with US Star Wars plans, not only as members of NATO participating in the
construction of the ‘phased adaptive approach’ to building a European wide shield (which is supposed to
protect us from future threats from an unknown source) but we are also offering help and support to the
US GBMD system by allowing (even encouraging) the use of bases such as Fylingdales and Menwith Hill.
RAF Fylingdales

Figure 5 – Originally the large Radomes at Fylingdale, covered 3 mechanically steered Radar Dishes
Raytheon were key contractors for the Ballistic Missile Early Warning Station (BMEWS) at Fylingdales
since its construction in the 1960’s. At that time three large powerful mechanically steerable scanning
and tracking radars were installed to provide early warning of ballistic missile attack on the US. RAF
Fylingdales is one of the 3 stations in a chain linked across the North Atlantic. The other stations are
Thule in Greenland and Clear in Alaska, both components of the U.S.A.F. 21st Space Wing based at
Peterson Air Force Base in Colorado Springs. Under the BMEWS agreement (governed by an exchange
of notes between the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs and the American ambassador,
dated 15 February 1960) the U.S.A.F. own and supply the radar, computer and communications
equipment and the UK provide the site, power and housing and its own communications requirements
and pays for most of the maintenance and operation. Fylingdales was built in 1964 on Ministry of
Defence land in the North York Moors National Park. It cost £46 million, £35 million of which was U.S.
dollars and Raytheon got the major contract for installing the radar.

Figure 6 - The Large Phased Array Radar at Fylingdales

It was announced in 1985 that the three giant golfballs were to be replaced by a Large Phased Array
Radar (LPAR) in the form of a 40-meter high truncated pyramid. Each of the 3 faces of the pyramid
contains an array of 2,560 aerials, transmitting at 420-450 MHz with a total mean power output of 2.5
Megawatts. It was to cost around £200 million, of which the U.S. would pay 70% (for the radar
technology) and the UK 30% (for the operating infrastructure). This contract was also awarded to
Raytheon - who also upgraded the radar at Clear and Thule in 1987. Work started on Fylingdales in
August 1989 and the new system became operational in October 1992. Limited by the conditions of
the Anti Ballistic Missile Treaty (ABMT) at the time, the upgraded radar has a similar output power and
the same 5000 km range as the old one, but is unique in having three active faces and a full 360
degree coverage rather than 120 degrees. A further contract to run the radar from 1992-2006 was
awarded to Raytheon Technical Services Company and a Site Co-Ordination Installation Design
Authority (SCIDA). At the time the peace movement realised that this upgrade was to enable the
system to become part of US Star Wars plans and a public meeting was held in Leeds, hosted by the
City Council in the Civic Hall, to explain and describe this connection. But the MoD and the
government denied this – saying it was just replacing out dated equipment with new, modern
technology.
However, on 17th December 2002, the Ministry of Defence in the UK received a request from US Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, for permission to use the Fylingdales radar for use for missile defence. The UK
government announced a 3 week consultation period (that included the Christmas holiday) for interested
parties such as the peace movement to submit comments. I was clear however that the decision had
already been made and on January 15 2003 it was announced that agreement to participate had been
given. This meant that the early warning radars would need to be upgraded to support a more stringent
tracking and targeting role for US missile ‘defense’ and, in August 2004, Raytheon Systems Ltd (RSL, also
known as Raytheon UK) announced that it had won a 8-year contract to provide engineering and
information technology for further work on the radar at Fylingdales. This contract represented about 20%
of the entire £80 million program for an Upgraded Early Warning Radar (UEWR - funded by the US Missile
Defense Agency with Boeing as the Prime Contractor and Raytheon as the installation design authority)
and involved 12 Raytheon employees working on site. This upgrade and associated testing to firmly
establish Fylingdales as a functioning part of US missile defence was completed in March 2010.
As well as missile ‘defense’ the radar’s current missions involve supplying tactical warning and surveillance
data and as such it contributes to the global Space Surveillance Network by providing “intelligence
preparation of the battlespace and force protection by identifying, tracking and providing warning of manmade objects in Low Earth orbit”. In other words it monitors the orbits and activity of the military satellites
of other nations giving warnings of when they are in a position to observe and monitor UK and US
activities.
As an example of how closely RSL works with the military 8 RSL employees at Fylingdales received personal
commendations for outstanding service in the 2010 Military New Year Honours List. Two separate Air
Officer Commanding Team Awards were presented to the Information Technology team and Systems
Administration & Engineering team in recognition of their service to RAF Fylingdales during routine and
upgrade operations to the radar. The Information Technology (IT) team’s work was reported to have lead
to Fylingdales remaining unscathed from the ‘Conficker’ virus attacks that paralysed much of the MoD. This
was not the first time that a Raytheon employee has received such an accolade, in 2007 a personal award
was presented in the Queen’s Birthday Honours List as a reward for 31 years of service to RAF Fylingdales.
Menwith Hill

Figure 6 – Menwith Hill NSA Base, North Yorkshire, England.
The other UK base linked to missile ‘defense’ is Menwith Hill also in Yorkshire. The Menwith Hill base near
Harrogate is the largest electronic monitoring station in the world and, although it is designated as RAF
(Royal Air Force), it has been run for, and predominantly by, the NSA (US National Security Agency) since
1966. It is situated in an area of outstanding natural beauty and forms a major part of the US global
network of Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) bases which intercept and monitor the world's satellite and
electronic communications in Europe, Russia and North Africa. Using a computer based search system
known as ECHELON to detect messages that might be useful to military or commercial intelligence it is
constantly relaying selected information back to NSA HQ at Fort Meade in Maryland for further processing.

Figure 7 – Menwith Hill has over 30 satellite receiving dishes covered by radomes (see inset)

Menwith Hill has also been designated as home for the European Ground Based Relay Station for the Space
Based Infra Red System (SBIRS) – a space based missile detection, tracking and targeting component of US
Missile Defense, due to replace the Defense Support Program (DSP) early warning satellites. SBIRS will
detect missile launches and the associated Space Tracking and Surveillance System (STSS) is supposed to
track and accurately target missiles in the mid course of their trajectory (even when the rockets have
burned out). Both of these systems are also being developed by Raytheon. The satellite dishes for receiving
data from these satellites are now in place and ready to use when/if the satellites are finally launched and
becomeoperational. However, both systems are running way behind schedule and way over budget.

Figure 8 – The SBIRS and STSS space based components of US missile defence (both being developed by Raytheon)

Figure 9 – The radomes covering the two satellite receiving dishes for SBIRS at Menwith Hill

As well as the lucrative contracts Raytheon has received for its missile ‘defense’ work, it has also gained
other benefits from activities at Menwith Hill. Raytheon provide maintenance and engineering services to
the NSA’s satellite interception systems. Also, in 1994, the NSA intercepted phone calls between ThomsonCSF (a French electronics company) and Brazil concerning SIVAM, a $1.3 billion surveillance system for the
Amazon rain forest. It has been alleged that intercepted details of the negotiations were passed on to
Raytheon. The French company was alleged to have bribed members of the Brazilian government selection
panel and the contract was subsequently awarded to the Raytheon - who announced afterwards that "the
Department of Commerce worked very hard in support of U.S. industry on this project"

Other Raytheon involvement in the UK
Raytheon have a number of other establishments in the UK, among them the following are of particular
interest:
Glenrothes – this facility in Fife, Scotland manufactures the GPS-aided navigation system for the Paveway
guided GBU-28 "bunker busting" bombs produced in the United States and sold to Israel who used them in
their war on Lebanon July/Aug 2006. See: http://news.scotsman.com/scotland.cfm?id=1178112006.
Harlow – a high technology centre heavily involved in Raytheon’s intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (ISR) and Network Enabled Capability activities and other major Raytheon UK programmes.
Waddington – is where (among other things) the UK drone squadron will fly future missions from – rather
than having to travel to the US.
Warminster, Wiltshire: the Integration and Test laboratory at the Land Warfare Centre was opened in
2004 to help test new software and evaluate new tactics and doctrine in a synthetic environment across a
wide range of operational teams, such as indirect fire and joint operations. Raytheon personnel operate
the facility which provides collective training for British Army and NATO Units., providing engineering
support and system advice to the military.
Raytheon’s presence at the Farnborough Air Show in 2010 demonstrated its involvement in all levels of
military operations - in the air, on land, at sea, in space and through cyberspace. The display areas openly
boasted of contributions to ISR; unmanned systems; integrated fighter systems; space systems; cyberspace
solutions; integrated air and missile defense including SM-3 and Patriot missiles; land combat systems;
global training solutions, and more. This road show was later also seen at the Paris air show.
The Protest and Resistance
This continued involvement in war has not gone unnoticed of
course. CND and other groups, including CAAB (The Campaign
for the Accountability of American Bases) in the UK have been
protesting and demonstrating about the role of Fylingdales and
Menwith Hill. From the beginning CND has recognised that it
could be Fylingdales that would give the signal for the launch of
the UK nuclear weapons system should the deterrence strategy
fail. Indigenous people of Greenland have protested about the
base at Thule since it moved in and disfigured the landscape,
displacing local people from their homes and livelihoods.
Citizens living near a BMEWS radar in Cape Cod have been
extremely concerned about the health effects of the radar there having identified cancer clusters in its
vicinity. Like smoking and lung cancer however, it is difficult to prove a connection - these effects are
denied and nothing further has been
done.
In November 2007, five people walked
into reception at Raytheon Systems Ltd,
Glenrothes having found the gates open.
They held a long banner stating
"Raytheon SL, Death Profiteers" across a
main access road inside the site. Two
supplementary gates had been D-locked

at the same time. Fliers were given out to workers queuing up to get into the car park , the fliers stated
they were acting in opposition to Raytheon Systems Ltd "provoking international instability; facilitating the
slaughter of innocent civilians; profiteering from the US and UK's 'War on Terror'; providing for the US 'Star
Wars' programme; and playing an active role in enabling Israeli forces to engage in practices that violate
international law and the human rights of the Palestinian people, through manufacturing weapons
components used by the Israeli Army." The 5 protestors were arrested but later released. Faslane Peace
Camp have hold regular vigils outside the RSL Glenrothes site.
A range of actions have taken place at RSL in Derry,
Northern Ireland. The "Raytheon 9" were a group of antiwar activists from the Derry Anti-War Coalition who caused
considerable damage to the Raytheon factory there. Acting
upon information that Raytheon missiles were actively
assisting Israel's invasion of Lebanon, and that these
missiles were being created at the Raytheon factory in
Derry, the nine activists forced entry into the Raytheon
offices in Derry on 9 August 2006. They destroyed the
computers, documents, and mainframe of the office, and
proceeded to occupy it for eight hours before being
arrested. The activists were charged with criminal damage
and affray and the trial in May, 2008, in Belfast acquitted all but one who was found guilty of the theft of
two computer discs.
Other actions followed involving invasions and occupations of the building and, as a consequence,
Raytheon eventually left Derry in February 2010. The city's nationalist member of Parliament, Mark
Durkan, said the protesters were jeopardizing future US corporate investment! Good for them!

